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April's Birthday Bash!
 
Snap!
Hop! Hop! Hop!
Here goes the small map
Rolling slowly at the top
Bouncing clumsily with a small cup
Full of colours that aglow and pop pop pop
His eyes were big but it disappeared in just one snap!
 
Hushed! Hushed!
As the great waves splashed
The old camera flashed
Some old and brownish bells clashed
Inside of the bottle they crashed
While the weary bees were in a rushed
Some trolls hurriedly followed and abashed
When the king picked up the ugly elf and blushed
 
Ring! Ring! Ring!
The bossy telephone is ringing
Waiting impatiently while hanging
The grouchy curly wires were swirling
When suddenly it had stopped ringing
Then blue birds flopped its dry frizzy wings
And fell into the old bushy thing
 
Tik Tok! Tik Tok!
Says the old and lazy clock
The coward kitten was in the sack
Hiding nervously at the back of the rock
While the lousy chick was inside of the bucket block
Looking furiously at the old grumpy gummy dummy duck
 
My Day! My Day! My!
Today is my birthday!
Twenty-six of December is today
Christ the King's birthday was yesterday
And tomorrow is my secret brother's birthday
Greetings flowed here and there the whole day
But no presents arrived at the end of the day
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Ding-dong! Ding-dong! Ding-dong!
Today is not December to sing along!
It's April and has to sing a birthday song!
Four people will celebrate the whole month long
These four people are healthy and will live long
Sixth is the number of where the youngest belong
Ninth is for Father and he's extremely strong
Eighteenth's for third elder sister, all night long
Twenty-third's for Mother and we'll sing a song
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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At The Coffee Shop
 
One boring Saturday afternoon,
At the corner of the coffee shop
I saw a lone table on that spot.
It's round and small with three wooden chairs
That's perfect for me if I sit there.
 
I hurriedly went to that corner
And waited patiently for my order.
One medium sized cold frappe java chips,
That's perfect to beat the summer heat.
 
While waiting, I watched the people walking by
And listened to their laughter that're so high.
Some of them were smiling, some were not.
Mostly were in a hurry and few were not.
 
Inside of the cozy coffee shop,
Some couples were seriously talking,
An old man was busily reading,
And a group of friends came noisily
Arguing with something casually.
 
I took a quick look on my right side
And saw this elegant handsome guy.
He's seriously scanning his iPhone
Like he was in a great battle zone.
 
I was bedazzled when he took a quick sip.
His fingers were long and have a pinkish tip.
His red hair's shining and burning like a flame.
His lips were pouting, seducing with no shame.
 
A minute after of dreaming up,
While looking at him admiringly,
Our eyes had met accidentally.
He has this face that's so good-looking
It's so perfect like a prince charming.
 
He stared at me with a puzzled look.
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And raised his curly eyebrows and shook.
I was awakened from daydreaming,
When he gave me a cold stare that stings.
 
I looked away and took a sip gracefully.
Then I glanced at his direction secretly.
I just smiled to myself for my silly thoughts,
And had a goofy moment with what I bought.
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Belated Happy Birthday!
 
Sun rays are peeping
Clear sky is shining
When the roosters crow
Some alarm clocks blow
I may be late to wish you
But the thought cannot be shoo
I know that it made you smile
And hope it‘ll reach a million miles
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Bored To Death
 
Flip! Flip! Flip!
Turning the pages of a book without hesitation
Reading the first line all over and over again
Trying to understand its meaning but words cannot be found
For the mind's travelling to another dimension
 
I turned the tv on and watched the evening news
With a cup of coffee that I could sip on
But all I saw was the universe's emptiness
Dark and wide, and nothing to grab on its wilderness
 
I picked up my phone to see any new messages
To see if someone remembers and cares for me
But all I saw was emptiness again
No one cared, no one remembered, no one bothered
I tried dialling the numbers of my friends
But no one dared to answer my phone calls
 
I went outside to find a good place
A place where I could kill this loneliness
I entered in a bar, full of people enjoying the beat
They were laughing, drinking, and dancing in a heat
I looked around to see some faces I knew
But couldn't find them here and there
 
So I just went back home
Slammed the door
Turned the music on
And turned the lights off
I slid my body under my blanket
Grabbed and hugged my soft pillow
I closed my dreary eyes
And a sad smile curved on my lips
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Cheer Up Child!
 
The night sky was full of shining stars,
Smiling brightly even some are afar.
“My child, just look above you and smile,
And we‘ll wipe away the tears in your eyes.“
 
The crescent moon blithefully smiled,
And said these words that touched my heart.
“Wear this crescent shape in your lips,
And everything will be great.“
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Close Your Eyes
 
And take a deep breath
Close your eyes
And forget the pain in your chest
 
Close your eyes
And open your heart with glee
Close your eyes
And listen to its beat
 
Close your eyes
And take away the fear inside
Close your eyes
And let go the feelings you hide
 
Close your eyes
And feel the tightness of my embrace
Close your eyes
And feel my love with grace
 
Close your eyes
And feel the warmth of my sweet kiss
Close your eyes
And feel the softness of my lips
 
Close your eyes
And I‘ll wipe away your tears
Close your eyes
And I‘ll hold you tight and still
 
Close your eyes
To escape the loneliness
Close your eyes
To forget the emptiness
 
Close your eyes
And feel the silence of the world
Close your eyes
And feel free to express your words
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Empty Inside
 
The deafening sound of silence is roaring
The silent cry is horribly echoing
The ground of darkness is severely blinding
The cold hug is malevolently melting
 
An empty heart is beating pitifully
A hopeless tear rolled down pathetically
And as it touches the lonely fiery ground
Everything has turned in an unknown foreground
 
Blank mind was filled with hopeless and broken words
Trying to fix the scattered and pointed swords
Troubled by the thought of being left alone
That was hard to forget and cannot be blown
 
The empty feeling was filled with loneliness
No more enough space to keep the happiness
The grief of sadness celebrates its winning
The invisible tears didn't stop falling
 
The sound of the clock was too painful to hear
The harsh wind echoed with so much pain and fear
Cold blood flowed inside and ripped the soul apart
For life was dark and has a cold-blooded heart
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Failure I Had Found
 
I went to a place and looked for something
I searched all over the ground but found nothing
I looked up at the sky and closed my eyes
Bit my lips and wished it would be high
But things there weren't right and selfish
Things were cold and hard to accept
It's not worth the effort
It's not worth the time to waste for
 
I travelled to forget those things and unwind
Then I found You, and I was relieved
Relieved that you'll be there for me
Relieved that you'll save and catch me
But to be with you weren't right and hopeless
To be with you was discomforting and full of lies
It's not worth of believing
It's not worth of trusting
 
I searched again and found something new and interesting
And this one was worth the golden time and mesmerising
But as days went by happily
One mistake had torn me dreadfully
Things in this place weren't right and fearful
Things in this place were burdensome and awful
It's not worth of fighting
It's not worth of living
 
One day I saw this person and changed my mind
Of not to give up and continue what I have
He became the apple of my eye
Got inspired and did my best and tried
But things weren't right and foolish
For I don't deserve to call him 'Mine' and cherish
It's not worth of loving
It's not worth of hoping
 
Now that I was left behind
At the dark and lonely ground
I found myself thinking of the old dreams I once had
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Old dreams where I can find my happiness
The happiness that I am longing to have
The happiness that will heal the broken and empty heart
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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I Am Rich!
 
I am rich
For I have a complete family
I have my parents' care and love
I have lovable and thoughtful sisters
And I have naughty but sweet nephews
I live under my parents' roof
Full of love and support
They don't disagree with my decisions
They don't interfere with my dreams in life
I may always hear my sisters' negative opinions
But I know that it's for my own good
And I know that they're just worried about me
I love them for they are my inspiration in life
They are my motivation to pursue my goals
And they are the reason why I am determined at work
I may not have a thick wallet full of bills
But my heart is bursting because of their love
I may not have credit cards or savings account
But for me, they are my most precious treasure in life
Nothing can replace them
Nothing can buy them
And nothing can take away their love of me
 
I am rich
For I have many friends
Old friends
New friends
Close friends and best friends
I may not always at their sides
But they're always in my mind
True friends
Fake friends
It doesn't matter to me
For as long as I live and laugh
I'm glad that I met them
And I'm glad that I got a chance to know them
Destiny as it is called
For we are not blood-related
And with lots of differences
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But we still welcomed each other
We let them know who we are
And we let them know what we are
Friends' love are forever
Infinite, as it never ends
I may have met some new friends
My old friends,
Don't worry 'coz you're still my friends
And you're still in my heart
For I am fortunate to have you
Who loves and cares me most than my sisters
I care for you and I think of you
For you are God's gift to me
I love you my friends
And I treasured your love, too
 
I am rich
For I am the God's child
I was born and welcomed with God's love
And I grew up with strong faith in God
I may not be a perfect child
But I put God first in my heart
I may not have time to pray solemnly
But every minute, I thanked God for what I have
I always thanked Him for the blessings I received
And I always thanked Him for being with me every day
For guiding and protecting me in my journey
And for always giving me a new morning
To continue my adventure
I love the Almighty God
For He gave me my family and friends
My love for Him is never-ending
And my faith in Him is mighty
 
I am rich
For I have a loving family
I have lots of caring friends
And I have the Almighty God
But I will be richer
If I have you in my life.
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I Believe In Him
 
Goal is a goal
Dream is a dream
It doesn't matter if it's for your family nor for yourself
Only you can make it happen
Only you can make it possible
Never stop dreaming
Never lose hope
And be positive in life
For it's you who make a choice
For it's you who make your destiny
Whatever happens,
God is watching you
Your angels are guiding you
Protecting you wherever you go
Always put God in your heart
Have faith in Him
Believe in Him
And trust Him.
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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I May Be But I Can Be
 
I may be a butterfly
That makes flowers to smile
I may be a night sky
That gives you a peaceful mind
 
I may be a bright rainbow
Full of colours that aglow
I may be a soft snow
When summer began to flow
 
I may be the wise archer
When dark birds hit the manger
I may be a quick ranger
When you are in danger
 
Though,
I may not like a star
But I can take you afar
I may not be that special
But I can be exceptional
 
I may not be the usual
But I can be angelical
I may not be the princess
But I can be like empress
That‘ll take you out from darkness
And lead you to the greenness
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Left In The Cold
 
I was standing at the corner,
Woefully staring at nowhere.
Buildings were calmly liquefying,
Roads were long and quietly crossing.
 
No cars passing here and there,
Street lights scattered everywhere.
The wind was cold and harshly roaring,
Blowing my black hair without dropping.
 
The sound of footsteps cannot be heard,
Even the ticking of the clock was blurred.
Shadows of people cannot be seen,
And traffic lights were not in the scene.
 
The sky was black and darkness clustered,
When an obstreperous sound thundered.
But it didn't distract me within,
For I cannot move and still in pain.
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Love Full Of Fears
 
Deep down in these dreams, lies the empty heart that cares
An empty heart that's full of loneliness and fear
Immovable and hiding behind the dark wall
Afraid to stand up high, for it doesn't want to fall
 
Under some lonely nights, hides the cold crystal tears
Weak and unable to move, when the strong wind stir
Up above the sky, the lonely mind cannot fly
Cannot go the distance, for there's no lullaby
 
One freezing gloomy night, a bone-chilling wind blew
Harsh and loud, it whistled a lonely sound and flew
Far across the distance, snazzy lights were hiding
Filled with fears to be thrown away without holding
 
Love is fearful because of the pain and sorrow
Love is hateful 'coz of the loneliness it brought
Love's hurtful 'coz of mistrust and disloyalty
Love is vulnerable, for it's everyone's weakness
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Love In A Great Throe
 
When I saw you walking down the street
I hurriedly hugged you with winter sweet
I'd waited for this moment for years
Now's the right time to tell you what I feel
 
I asked you to stay for a lil while
But in your hurry, you didn't care to smile
My heart was beating with so much pain
Yet you just ignored it and didn't care
 
You saw my lonely eyes filled with tears
But you did nothing to wipe my fears
You took a deep sigh and said nothing
Looking at me like I was a dumb thing
 
And as my tears dropped in your pinkish hand
You never felt the feelings behind
The loneliness that I had kept inside
The sorrows I'd buried didn't abide
 
You turned your back without a word
Leaving my heart with a sharp sword
You left me in this corner
Full of grief in a cold water
 
How could I let this to myself?
Loving someone and no one else
Putting my heart in a great throe
That's hard to forget down below
 
How could I be so wrong?
I guess it's time for me to be strong
It's time for me to move on
And love myself along
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Missing You
 
How could you run away from me?
Leaving me with this painful tears
Why did you walk away from me?
And left me in despair
 
Boy, you know that you're my only love
Why you left me with a broken heart?
You're the only one that I truly have
But you said goodbye and kissed me goodnight
 
How could you leave me behind?
With this heavy pain in my chest
I don't know how to clear my mind
I don't know why you can't choose me among the rest
 
Now that you're gone away
So far away, far away from my heart
I can no longer touch your face
I can no longer feel your heartbeat
 
Our dreams and promises were gone
Your sweet voice, I can no longer hear it
Your kiss, your sweet breath, your love
And your touch, I can no longer feel it
 
My life is incomplete
Each day without your I love you
I'm having a hard time to live now
Each day without you by my side
 
My love, I don't know what to do
For each day I'm missing you more and more
My love, I don't know where to go
If I won't see you here tomorrow
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Old Memories
 
Strange but true,
It's the same old feelings
That's in my heart a long time ago.
 
Time went anew,
Holding precious memories
But old pictures still hanging on the wall, no one knew.
 
Sad but true,
Faces were fading
But spirits were flying around us in hue.
 
Voices disappeared,
Existence cannot be found
Only their names remain our minds.
 
Old things, old sounds.
Echoing in our minds
As time went by.
 
Old songs, old melody.
Though it's a new generation,
We still sing these songs in perfect harmony.
 
Old things were treasured,
Buried deeply under the ground
But old words were easily forgotten.
 
Black and white,
When combined with love
It fades away lightly at night.
 
Silver, copper and gold,
Waving gracefully as one
But gone after a long hold.
 
Grief and sorrow,
Dies.
If we have a strong faith in God.
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True love, past love.
We have sweet memories
That we can never ever forget.
 
Sad memories,
Fade away.
As we move on and live happily.
 
Good memories,
Were always remembered
And motivate us to a bright future.
 
New things, new life.
As time begins to fly,
Old things became memories in life.
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Painful Tears
 
I cannot be the sun
That gives a bright sunshine
I cannot be the moon
That gives light in your room
I cannot be a soldier
For I am not a warrior
I cannot be the large waves
For I'm not that strong and brave
I cannot be like the strong wind
For I cannot blow the light and bend
I cannot be a sweet melody
For I don't have a sweet lullaby
 
My love for you was pure and true
My love for you was stronger than you
When you said you love someone else
It gives me painful tears
For I cannot understand why
You showed me your love and went by
The way you kissed and caress me
Were all so good and it's truly be
Words you've said were sweet and lovely
That I am your one and only
But those words were just lies
For you don't care and love me wise
 
Years went by and time flies so fast
The painful tears you'd left were gone and never last
I no longer heard your filthy words
I no longer feel the sharp sword
For I am now free from pain
And I am now free to love again
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Please Stay
 
I found myself walking barefooted under the rain
In a cold, dark and lonely night
I was alone, shivering and freezin'
In a white nightgown
I tried to look around
But I saw nothing
All I can see was the darkness of the night
And raindrops was all I can feel
I tried to call your name
But no voice came out in my mouth
I am still freezin' and still walking in the middle of nowhere
I embraced myself and felt that my heart was beating too fast
I was so terrified and my feet was trembling
I don't know where I am
I don't know this place
I tried to run but I stumbled and fell on the ground
I tried to get up but I can't move my body
My feet was in a great pain
My heart was broken and crying inside
And felt my tears run down my face
I tried to shout many times
Somebody help me, please?
But I heard nothing, not even my voice
For 'twas my mind that kept shouting for help
It is so painful
Knowing that I'm the only person in this dark and unknown place
So deeply broken
While my tears flowed so hard as I plead
Where are you?
Will you please stay with me?
'Coz I don't know what to do
If you're not here with me
Please, I am longing for your love,
Your touch
Your kiss
Your comfort
The whole you, is the only thing I needed
Now and forever
Please come and stay with me...
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Silent Love
 
Staring blankly at the dark sky
With a heart that silently cry
Wishing to be at your side
But my feelings, I always hide
My eyes were filled with loneliness
Always looking at nothingness
Invisible tears were slipping
And the pain inside was crying
 
Time flies too fast...
But here I am still aghast
Trying to understand those things
That are impossible to sing
Catching some wild butterflies
But just got some flying thorns
Tried to release all of them
But it stuck and hurt me within
 
I lean on the wall of love
But it only destroyed and gone
Tried to catch it and stare
But trust and care were not there
I looked around silently
Only to find out that I‘m at the alley
The agony inside was screaming
Trying to escape without stopping
 
So I turned around confidently
For I was determined and surely
But what I saw was the guy that I like
And he was looking for the girl outside
He waved and hugged her tightly
With so much love and sincerity
The scene hurts me seriously
For I cannot tell my feelings for him directly
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Still Waiting For Your Love
 
Sitting sadly alone on my bedside
With tears in my eyes that I cannot hide
Staring at the dark and quiet sky
Waiting for the shooting star to pass by
 
The stars are not shining shimmering
While the moon is quietly hiding
How am I supposed to see your face?
If all I see was this lightless space?
 
The night was so quiet and lonely
When the cold wind blows quietly
No sound of crickets chirping everywhere
Yet no sound of your footsteps coming near
 
Everybody had fallen asleep
But here I am sitting on my feet
Still waiting for your love to arrive
That will make my empty heart alive
 
But how long should I wait for you here?
Is it worth waiting for your love, dear?
Whatever happens, I'll be the sky
‘Coz my love for you will never die
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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Strange Love
 
You put my life in a place
That‘s full of love and happiness
You swept away the sadness
That you‘d seen in my lonely eyes
You filled my empty heart
Full of joy and contentment
You picked up the scattered pieces
And fixed my broken heart
 
You made me laugh
When I‘m about to cry
And when you hold and squeezed my hands
I felt like I‘m floating in the air
I felt the softness of your palm
That is so good to touch
So good to feel the warmth
So good to think that I‘m in a safe place
 
You pulled me closer to you
And found myself in your broad chest
It was warm and very comfortable
I put my right hand in your heart
And felt ‘twas beating so fast with doubt
I don‘t understand why
I looked up to ask you why
But your eyes were closed and filled with tears
 
I hugged you tightly
Hoping that you‘ll do the same thing
But I noticed that you‘re pulling me away from you
I closed my eyes wishing that it‘s not true
But a hot liquid rolled down my face
I opened my eyes full of tears
And saw you walking away
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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The Forlorn Love
 
As I watched you alone from afar
Looking up blithely at the star
I saw the happiness in your eyes
So much in love that you can't deny
I crossed the street to get closer
With so much joy like in December
But was stunned in utter disgrace
'Coz of the girl you'd kissed and embraced
I turned around and began to cry
My feet were trembling and can't go by
My heart was liquescent 'coz of pain
And my thoughts were forlorn and in vain
Those sweet smiles that I thought was mine
Was just a dream that I can't define
Those sweet words and promises you said
Were just lies that stuck in my head
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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The Great Disaster
 
Flowers in bloom, fields in green
Trees grow fast, leaves were dancin'
The sun was shining brightly
Kids were playing happily
This is such a lovely season
To play and have fun with friends
 
But the light was fading
And darkness was coming
Everybody went inside to their houses
Animals followed and hide too!
Insects hide in their own places
Even fireflies didn't come out with their lights
 
Bats were flying with fears
Owls were crying with tears
Kittens were hiding under their mothers
Puppies were silently watching the others
The night was so silent and seems like
Something dangerous will happen in any moment
 
Children went to their beds early
As their mothers closed their window panes eagerly
Father went outside and looked at the darkness
Trying to figure out that no one's left outside
He looked up at the dark sky
And closed his eyes and took a deep breath
 
He then muttered something with a worried face
And went back inside to say goodnight to his family
He kissed his children in their foreheads
And wished them goodnight
When suddenly the fears of everyone arrived
And this fear made his youngest to cry
 
The heavy rain showered in their small town
With a strong wind that took off their roofs
The great thunder echoed all over the sky
And the lightning flashed like a fire
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The water has now begun to rise
And people were screaming and praying
 
'Oh God! Please forgive us for all of our sins.
Please help us to save our loved ones.
Help our children to save their lives.
Please be with us today.
And guide us to face this calamity, Oh Lord!
Amen.'
 
But it's too late now
Their town was filled with water
Their houses drowned under
Even tall trees had been washed away
The morning sun was peeping from the mountains
No more crying and screaming in this town
 
The storm left the town with a terrible scenery
Houses, buildings, everything was destroyed
And dead bodies were scattered everywhere
Some children were holding each other's hands
A mother hugged her children very tight
A father found two miles away from his family
And grandpa found holding grandma's fingertips
 
This is such a tragic loss for my countrymen
May their souls find the heaven's light
And may God welcome them to His paradise
As they experienced the great disaster.
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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The Green-Eyed Monster
 
Life is too tough
By living with a crowded filthy mouth
Words were incessant
Disseminating fatuity ideas far and wide
Minds were diabolical
Creating troubles for being irrational
Actions were practised
Exploiting someone's weakness for their thirst
Eyes were extremely vehement
Aggressively eyeing for their bait at any moment
 
A hideous green-eyed monster
Cannot be trusted with the letter
Horrible as they're unpredictable
Devious, covetous, incorrigible
Unforgivable for creating mendacious tales
Hateful with their thin and tiny scales
And when they play their sordid trick
The stentorian clock didn't stop to tick
For they're being watch
With their pretty little catch
 
Every day they moved and plan clandestinely
Clenching enormous words desperately
They seek for the right time to bushwhack
And wait for their great chance to do the shock
Opportunist, attention seeker, wicked
Heartless, selfish, hood-winker, cold-blooded
These are just a few of their notable traits
Remarkable for they are that great
Great for telling lies, great for deceiving people
And great for making people to stumble and fall
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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The Hidden Feelings
 
Wishing upon the stars to catch your eyes
Holding up my breath when you're near my sight
I felt that my bony cheeks were blushing
Every time you caught me staring
My heart beats faster everytime I hear your voice
My feet were trembling every time I hear your footsteps coming near
 
I once saw you walking with your head down
Wearing a bonnet that you'd bought in town
The colour matched with your grey jacket
And your hands were inside of your pocket
You were smiling with your headset on
Listening to her favourite music while heading on
 
I was standing at the corner holding a grocery bag
With a feeling that I wanna be with you
I wish I was at your side holding your hands
Laughing together while walking with the band
Talking about the future with only you and me
Full of love and care that everyone can see
 
My feelings for you goes deeper and deeper
Each time I looked at you, my heart grew bigger
How far will I have to go just to see your face?
How long will I have to wait just to feel your love?
Will it be possible to meet an empty soul alone?
Will it be possible to have your heart without its beat?
Someday, somehow, it will be you and me forever
As destiny will find its way to meet our hearts together
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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The Scars Of Yesterday
 
Out of the blue, this mind is for you
Over the edge of dew, it fell through
Feelings in vain and out of the rain
Heart in pain that's so hard to explain
Out of nowhere simple thoughts passed by
No time to turn back just to say hi
Under the night sky, tears had fallen
Clear like crystal, pure as it's showin'
I whispered your name when the cold wind blew
But it fades away like a green leaf flew
Wishing upon the stars to make things hum
Over the dark sky but no one can
Lying beneath the shadows of lies
Looking for you that's full of surprise
Grant those deep and heart spoken wishes
For 'twas time to have some happiness
Loneliness lived for a long time with sorrow
And now's the right time to erase those and grow
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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The Tiny Silver Birds In A Blue Pine
 
I was walking alone in a lonely place
With a cute smile, that's always on my face
When I heard the birds singing in a choir
Loud but soft that you will surely admire
I slipped my hands in my pockets with glee
Listening to their song delightedly
The wind was giggling without any blare
Afraid to frighten the sounds here and there
I noticed that the flowers were smiling
Their petals and leaves were blithely clapping
Above them were the jazzy butterflies
Circling freely with their black tiny eyes
In a glimpse, I saw something different
It looks like tiny birds that were heaven sent
Their wings were shining like a crystal clear
Their feathers were bright like a silver tear
Oh! How lovely they are flying in one line
Singing joyfully in a big blue pine
But as they flew high like Santa's reindeer
One by one they fell down and disappear
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The Truth Of Life
 
Sunrise is life
Sunset is death
Sunshine is dashing
Rain is heartrending
Flowers are smiling
Waterfalls are crying
Love is inspiring
Expectation‘s heart killing
 
Our life has a sad story
Yet full of sweet memories
We may be sad today
But tomorrow we are happy
We may be feeling down today
But our blessings are on their way
We may be lost our way
But the light is waiting in a faraway
 
Our life is short
Our life is not permanent
We may die alone
And everything will be unknown
But our soul will be at home
It will be in God‘s paradise and throne
It will be at peace and never be alone
And love will still in the moon
 
Life is easy
Life sometimes is busy
We forget the small things that are important to us
And tend to focus to those that only hurt us
We forget those people who love us
And look for someone that is not meant for us
 
Life is like a rosary
It is full of mystery
We always do our best
But it is not enough for a test
Life has its ups and downs that persist
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That's why God reminded us with this
Don't forget to breathe
And don't forget to rest
 
Myla Rose Gigante
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To My Boy-Friend
 
We met five years ago
Through the website of one of the famous rock bands
You were the king of the group chat
The ruler, the reporter of the spammers and everything
Everyone's waiting for your presence
Everyone's afraid and respected you
Everyone's happy whenever your name appeared
Everyone's excited whenever you were around
And everyone treated you as their brother
Like they'd known you in person
I envied them and wanted to be close to you
As you treated all girls dearly as your younger sisters
I was so desperate to have you as my friend
So one day, I said 'Hi! ' to you and you replied
What a happy feeling I had that time
When you said 'Hello! ' and 'How you've been? '
I felt important and excited knowing that you're not a snobber
And this is where our friendship began
Our friendship grew deeper
Until we became like siblings
We shared each other's dreams
We even shared our goals in life too
And we even shared our sad stories
About our families, work, school and other stuff
Including our heartache moments
One day, I realised that my feelings for you grew deeper
I wanted you in my life not just as a friend
I wanted more than that
So I confessed my feelings to you
But you declined my proposal
And told me a very heartrending truth
That you're in love with someone else
I was broken and was hurt painfully
And didn't know how to fight the pain
You sensed my feelings and comforted me
By telling me that we can stay as a friend
I agreed and wanted you to be my big brother instead
But you refused again for the second time
I insisted and we started talking nonsense things
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Things about siblings stuff
Siblings relationship
Our opinions if we became siblings in real life
But you kept on refusing until now
Those are the things that I will never ever forget
The moment that we talked until dawn
About silly stuff and so many other things
We may be miles away from each other
But we talked like we are near with each other
We may not see each other in person
But we find words to comfort each other
Words are not enough to say 'thank you! '
Words are not enough to say that I care
I care for you 'coz you're my friend
I care for you 'coz you're my brother
And I care for you 'coz for me you're my best friend
I thank you for cheering me up in my dreams
I thank you for comforting me when I'm sad
I thank you for remembering me
And I thank you for not leaving me
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Too Painful To Recall
 
Hard as it may seem again
Staring with all the pain
Bear in mind 'twas just a game
But in heart, it was a shame
How could I let this betide
When I still got blear-eyed
I looked up and closed my eyes
But just heard the sad goodbyes
I wish 'twas just a nightmare
Seeking castle in the air
Grabbing every piece to hold
Trying to escape the cold
I opened my eyes and saw
An old and black rose that grow
Full of thorns in each dark bud
Leaves surrounded with cold blood
I touched the arrow-like thorns
But just got deep cuts and burns
I placed my hands in bosom
And felt 'twas deeply broken
The innermost was shattered
Love and hope were obliterated
How can I dwell this feeling
If its like a hell burning
Heart is melting and screaming
My mind's silently crying
Gasped to unthink of it all
For 'twas too painful to recall
No more feelings to be drained
No more such love to have cared
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What Is Love?
 
Love.
Love is the sweetest emotion in our lives.
It lightens up our feelings when we're in love.
It gives us inspiration and determination,
And courage towards happiness and goals in life.
 
But,
 
Love.
Love is the most painful thing to do.
Saying 'I Love You! ' is so easy to say,
But to say it back is so foolish to hear.
Loving a person without a sincere heart is a nonsense idea.
Loving a person with a crumpled mind is like hanging yourself with a rope around
your neck.
Loving a person who loves someone else is hopeless.
It's like chasing the wind and gone in the middle of nowhere.
Begging a person to love you back is ridiculous,
Pathetic, miserable and depressive.
 
Love.
Love makes you crazy.
Love makes you angry.
Love can kill you.
Love destroys you.
Love gives you a disease with no definite time of when it will be healed.
It also gives you a terrible heartache that even a doctor cannot give you a
medicine for it.
Love without honesty and trust didn't last.
Love without respect is not perfect.
 
Love is love.
Love is painful.
Love is fool.
Love is evil.
 
Every time I think of love,
Pain is all I can remember.
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Wounded Heart
 
It's hard to see you smiling
While my heart is silently crying
It's hard to look at your sparkling eyes
While mine were about to cry
It's hard to hear your lovely voice
While mine is unable to laugh and broke
My eyes were filled with emptiness
While yours were full of happiness
 
How foolish it seems to be
Waiting alone in an empty place
Wishing for the sun to kiss the ground
Wishing that the stars will shine on daylight
Dark tears were heavy and unbearable
Leaving too much pain and incurable
Words from your mouth were sharp and abrupt
That leads my pitiful heart into a trapped
 
Darkness swallowed the hopeful mind
Dragged into a cold-blooded eye
Stumbled upon the hardships and lies
Forgetting things that were in mind
Prayed to see the golden sunrise
But darkness scattered all over the sky
A heart that cares was left empty handed
Crying woefully, broken and wounded
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Your Sweet Smile
 
The moment that I saw your sweet smile
I can't help myself not to keep an eye
Butterflies were happily flying around
While holding my breath on the ground
For I was stunned by your lovely eyes
That was sparkling like an angel's eyes
 
You took a few steps without blinking
My heart beats faster without stopping
The stars that surround you were sparkling
Like the diamonds, that were brightly shining
My feelings came out from its hiding place
Just to feel the loveliness of your face
A handsome face with lovely brown eyes
And a handsome face with a sweet smile
 
Oh!
How lovely you are when you curved your lips
With those so white and aligned teeth
When you smile, there were small wrinkles in your eyes
That make your face more angelic and young
Your smile makes everyone smile too
That caught everyone's attention and fell through
 
Some teens were giggling when you passed them by
Even grandmas were secretly looking while eating an apple pie
Some guys looked at you with an insecure face
Because their gay friends' eyes were shining while staring at your face
 
Oh!
How I wish I was the reason for those sweet smiles
And I will treasure it 'til the rest of my life....
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